
 Mechanical gaming keyboard with RGB illumination
 Enhanced low profile switches (Kailh)
 Aluminum alloy top cover
 Supports variety of lighting effects
 4 individually programmable lighting profiles
 N-key rollover support
 Anti-ghosting keys
 1,000 Hz polling rate
 Operating life cycle of 50 million keystrokes
 Function keys with preset multimedia actions
 Detachable USB cable



6.2 mm

The frameless keyboard measures a compact 436 mm in length, 127 mm wide and only 23 mm in height when the feet are folded in,
making it as flat as possible.

Thanks to the particularly flat keys and the low height of
the keyboard, the keyboard supports ergonomic use even
without a palm rest.

TOP FEATURES

Lighting Profiles
Aluminium Alloy
Top Cover

SUPERFLAT KEYS

Lighting EffectsEffect Direction Frequency
Function Keys with 
Preset Multimedia Actions Multimedia Keys

Brightness
Illumination colors are fully selectable 
within the “Permanent” lighting effect.

ULTRA-COMPACT DESIGN



PURE TYPING PLEASURE FOR WRITERS
Many writers particularly do not want to miss out on its blue switches. With a distance to actuation point of only 1.5 mm, plus detecta-
ble click and switching point, fatigue-free usage with a pleasant typewriter atmosphere is guaranteed. The flat height of the keyboard 
supports ergonomic use even without a palm rest. Thanks to its long operating life cycle of at least 50 million keystrokes, tens of thous-
ands of pages can be typed – even in darkened surroundings with its steplessly adjustable RGB illumination. 

LOW-PROFILE SWITCHES (KAILH)
MECHANICAL

PURE ENJOYMENT FOR GAMERS
In addition to individual lighting in 16.8 million colors, gamers can look forward to a multitude of 
lighting effects and the option to save the individual lighting set of every single key into four 
profiles. All settings can be made quickly and easily without software. The PureWriter RGB 
naturally offers all the gaming essentials with n-key rollover, anti-ghosting keys and a polling rate 
of 1,000 Hz. With its pre-programmed multimedia keys, select and control the appropriate soundt-
rack at any time or surf the web comfortably. The red switches also have a distance to actuation 
point of 1.5 mm and, even with the slightest contact, will provide a valuable millisecond advantage 
during hectic game situations. Since they are completely feedbackless, you can easily sink into 
the game without any disruptions.



The PureWriter RGB has a USB cable with an ideal length of 150 cm for connection to conventional computers. A handy USB cable 
with a length of 50 cm is also included for conveniently connecting the keyboard to laptops. With an OTG adapter, the PureWriter RGB 
can also be used with Android devices, such as smartphones and tablets.

1x USB Cable (150 cm)

1x USB Cable (50 cm)

DETACHABLE USB CABLE



GENERAL:

 Type

 Switch Technology

 Illumination

 Adjustable Illumination

 Lighting Effect

 Max. Polling Rate

 Gaming Mode

 Block

 Weight Without Cable

 Dimensions (L x W x H)

 Supported Operating Systems

KEY PROPERTIES:

 Multimedia Keys

 Function Keys with Preset 
 Multimedia Actions

 Anti-Ghosting Keys

 N-Key Rollover Support

 Operating Force

 Switch 

 Switching Point 

 Click Point

 Distance to Actuation Point

 Operating Life Cycles of Keys

CABLE AND CONNECTORS:

 Connector

 Cable Length

 Gold-Plated USB Plug

Office (Low Profile Keyboard)

Mechanical (Kailh Red)

RGB





1,000 Hz



3-Block Layout

642 g

436 x 127 x 35 mm

Windows 7/8/10, Android* 

4







45 g

Linear

Undetectable

Undetectable

1.5 mm

Min. 50 Million Keystrokes

PUREWRITER RGB RED

SPECIFICATIONS

USB

150 cm | 50 cm



Office (Low Profile Keyboard)

Mechanical (Kailh Blue)

RGB





1,000 Hz



3-Block Layout

642 g

436 x 127 x 35 mm

Windows 7/8/10, Android*

4







55 g

Tactile

Detectable

Precisely Detectable

1.5 mm

Min. 50 Million Keystrokes

PUREWRITER RGB BLUE

USB

150 cm | 50 cm



* OTG adapter required * OTG adapter required



RETAIL PACKAGE

SHIPMENT BOX

www.sharkoon.com

 Dimensions (L x W x H): 470 x 160 x 44 mm
 Weight: 1.1 kg 

 Packing Unit: 5
 Dimensions (L x W x H):
 485 x 242 x 186 mm
 Weight: 6.2 kg
 Customs tariff no.: 84716060
 Country of origin: China

 PureWriter RGB
 USB cable (50 cm)
 USB cable (150 cm)
 Manual

US LAYOUT US LAYOUT

PACKAGE CONTENTS

PUREWRITER RGB RED PUREWRITER RGB BLUE


